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1 IntrodutionEluidating the mehanism that ontrols eletroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) is oneof the main tasks of the LHC. The spetaular disovery of a Higgs-like partile with amass around 125{126 GeV, announed by the ATLAS and CMS experiments [1, 2℄, marksa milestone of an e�ort that has been ongoing for almost half a entury and opens a newera of partile physis. Both experiments reported a lear exess in the two photon hannelas well as in the ZZ(�) hannel, whereas the analyses in other hannels have a lower massresolution and are, at present, less signi�ant. The measured mass varies somewhat betweenthe di�erent hannels, and between the two experiments. We shall use the average valueMobsH = 125:5� 1 GeV in the following disussion. The ombined sensitivity in eah of theexperiments reahes more than 5�. The entral value for the observed rate in the  hannelis above the expetation for a SM Higgs boson both for ATLAS and CMS. Although thestatistial signi�ane of this possible deviation from the SM predition is not yet suÆientto draw any de�nite onlusion, if on�rmed by future data it ould be the �rst indiationof a non-SM nature of the new state, and of possible new physis at the weak sale.Among the most studied andidate theories for EWSB in the literature are the Higgsmehanism within the Standard Model (SM) [3℄ and the Minimal Supersymmetri StandardModel (MSSM) [4℄. Contrary to the SM, two Higgs doublets are required in the MSSM,resulting in �ve physial Higgs boson degrees of freedom. At lowest order, where the MSSMHiggs setor is CP-onserving, the �ve physial states are the light and heavy CP-even Higgsbosons, h and H, the CP-odd Higgs boson, A, and the harged Higgs boson pair, H�. TheHiggs setor of the MSSM an be spei�ed at lowest order in terms of the Z boson mass,MZ ,the CP-odd Higgs mass, MA (or the harged Higgs mass, MH�), and tan � � v2=v1, the ratioof the two Higgs vauum expetation values. The masses of the CP-even neutral Higgs bosonsand the harged Higgs boson an be alulated, inluding higher-order orretions, in termsof the other MSSM parameters [5, 6℄. An upper bound for the mass of the lightest MSSMHiggs boson of Mh . 135 GeV was obtained [7℄, and the remaining theoretial unertaintyin the alulation of Mh, from unknown higher-order orretions, was estimated to be up to3 GeV, depending on the parameter region.Given that the experimental unertainties on the measurements of the prodution rosssetions times branhing ratios are still rather large, sizable deviations of various ouplingsfrom the SM values are still possible, and even a Higgs setor that di�ers very signi�antlyfrom the SM ase an �t the data. In partiular, while within the MSSM an obvious possibil-ity is to interpret the new state at about 125:5 GeV as the light CP-even Higgs boson [8{11℄,it was pointed out that at least in priniple also a muh more exoti interpretation ouldbe possible (within the unertainties), namely in terms of the heavy CP-even Higgs bosonof the MSSM [8, 11, 12℄. In suh a ase all �ve Higgs bosons of the MSSM Higgs setorwould be light, where the heavy CP-even Higgs boson would have a mass around 125:5 GeVand behave roughly SM-like, while the light CP-even Higgs boson of the MSSM would haveheavily suppressed ouplings to gauge bosons and a mass that would be typially below theLEP limit for a SM-like Higgs [13℄.In parallel with the exiting disovery, the searh for non-standard MSSM Higgs bosonsat the LHC has ontinued. The searh for the remaining Higgs bosons is pursued mainly via
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the hannels (� = h;H;A):pp! �! �+�� (inlusive); b�b�; �! �+�� (with b-tag); (1)b�b�; �! b�b (with b-tag); (2)pp! t�t! H�W� b�b; H� ! ��� ; (3)gb! H�t or g�b! H+�t; H� ! ��� : (4)The non-observation of any additional state in these prodution and deay modes puts by nowstringent onstraints on the MSSM parameter spae, in partiular on the values of the tree-level parameters MA (or MH�) and tan �. Similarly, the non-observation of supersymmetri(SUSY) partiles puts relevant onstraints on the masses of the �rst and seond generationsalar quarks and the gluino, and to lesser degree on the stop and sbottom masses (seeRef. [14℄ for a reent summary).Due to the large number of free parameters, a omplete san of the MSSM parameterspae is impratial in experimental analyses and phenomenologial studies. Therefore theHiggs searh results at LEP were interpreted [15℄ in several benhmark senarios [16,17℄. Inthese senarios only the two parameters that enter the Higgs setor tree-level preditions,MA and tan �, are varied (and the results are usually displayed in the MA{tan� plane),whereas the other SUSY parameters, entering via radiative orretions, are �xed to par-tiular benhmark values whih are hosen to exhibit ertain features of the MSSM Higgsphenomenology. In partiular, in the mmaxh senario the benhmark values have been hosensuh that the mass of the light CP-even Higgs boson is maximized for �xed tan� and largeMA (the sale of the soft SUSY-breaking masses in the stop and sbottom setors, whihsets the mass sale for the orresponding supersymmetri partiles, has been �xed to 1 TeVin this senario). This senario is useful to obtain onservative bounds on tan� for �xedvalues of the top-quark mass [18℄. Besides the mmaxh senario and the no-mixing senario,where a vanishing mixing in the stop setor is assumed, the small �e� senario and a gluo-phobi Higgs senario were investigated [15℄. While the latter exhibits a strong suppressionof the ggh oupling over large parts of the MA{tan� parameter spae, the small �e� senariohas strongly redued ouplings of the light CP-even Higgs boson to down-type fermions forMA <� 350 GeV. This set of benhmark senarios [16, 17℄, whih was originally proposed inview of the phenomenology of the light CP-even Higgs boson, was subsequently used also foranalyses at the Tevatron and at the LHC in the searh for the heavier MSSM Higgs bosons.One the radiative orretions to the bottom mass, ommonly denoted by �b, are inluded(see below) the preditions for the hannels used for the heavy Higgs searhes are a�eted bya relevant dependene on the higgsino mass parameter �. Hene, it was proposed to augmentthe original benhmark values of the mmaxh and no-mixing senarios with a variation of �over several disrete values (involving both signs of �) [19℄.The existing benhmark senarios have provided a useful framework for presenting limitsfrom MSSM Higgs searhes at LEP, the Tevatron and the LHC, but those benhmark se-narios do not neessarily permit an interpretation of the observed signal of a Higgs-like stateat � 125:5 GeV as one of the (neutral) Higgs bosons of the MSSM Higgs setor. In parti-ular, the mmaxh senario has been designed suh that the higher-order orretions maximizethe value of Mh. As a onsequene, over large parts of its parameter spae this senario
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yields values of the light CP-even Higgs boson mass above the observed mass of the signalof about 125:5 GeV. On the other hand, the no-mixing senario yields Mh <� 122 GeV, sothat this senario does not permit the interpretation of the observed signal in terms of thelight CP-even Higgs boson of the MSSM. Also the other two senarios, small �e� and thegluophobi Higgs, turn out to be inompatible with Mh � 125:5 GeV.In the present paper we therefore propose an update of the MSSM Higgs benhmark se-narios in whih we adapt them to the present experimental knowledge and ongoing searhes.The senarios that we are going to propose are de�ned suh that over large parts of theiravailable parameter spae the observed signal at about 125:5 GeV an be interpreted in termsof one of the (neutral) Higgs bosons, while the senarios exhibit interesting phenomenologyfor the MSSM Higgs setor.The benhmark senarios are all spei�ed using low-energy MSSM parameters; we donot assume any partiular soft supersymmetry-breaking senario. We take into aountin detail the onstraints from diret searhes for Higgs bosons, and we selet parameterswhih lead to onsisteny with the urrent bounds on diret searhes for supersymmetripartiles. Indiret onstraints from requiring the orret old dark matter density, BR(b!s), BR(Bs ! �+��) or (g � 2)�, however interesting, depend to a large extent on otherparameters of the theory that are not ruial for Higgs phenomenology. Following the spiritof the previous benhmark proposals of Refs. [16, 17, 19℄ we therefore do not impose anyadditional onstraints of this kind. The senarios below are de�ned for the MSSM with realparameters. While an extension to omplex parameters and their respetive impat on thephenomenology is interesting, it is beyond the sope of the present paper.The paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 gives a summary of the properties of theMSSM Higgs setor and their dependene on the supersymmetri parameters. In partiu-lar, we review briey the most important radiative orretions to the relevant Higgs bosonprodution ross setions and deay widths. In setion 3 we propose new MSSM benhmarksenarios, whih update and extend the previous benhmark proposals. We disuss the mostrelevant features of urrent onstraints from the LHC searhes for SM-like and non-standardHiggs bosons for eah benhmark senario, inluding the disovery of a Higgs-like partilewith a mass around 125:5 GeV. The onlusions are presented in setion 4.2 Theoretial basis2.1 NotationIn the desription of our notation we are inluding the omplex phases of the relevant SUSYparameters. However, as indiated above, for the de�nition of the benhmark senarios werestrit ourselves to the CP-onserving MSSM, i.e. to the ase of real parameters. The tree-level masses of the CP-even MSSM Higgs bosons, M treeh and M treeH , are determined by tan �,the CP-odd Higgs boson mass, MA, and the Z boson mass, MZ . The mass of the hargedHiggs boson, M treeH� , is determined from MA and the W boson mass, MW , by the relation(M treeH� )2 = M2A +M2W . The main radiative orretion to the Higgs boson masses arise fromthe t=~t setor, and for large values of tan � also from the b=~b and �=~� setors, see Refs. [5, 6℄for reviews.
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The mass matries for the stop and sbottom setors of the MSSM, in the basis of theurrent eigenstates ~tL; ~tR and ~bL;~bR, are given byM2~t = � M2~tL +m2t + os 2�(12 � 23s2w)M2Z mtX�tmtXt M2~tR +m2t + 23 os 2�s2wM2Z � ; (5)M2~b =  M2~bL +m2b + os 2�(�12 + 13s2w)M2Z mbX�bmbXb M2~bR +m2b � 13 os 2�s2wM2Z ! ; (6)where mtXt = mt(At � �� ot �); mbXb = mb (Ab � �� tan �): (7)Here At denotes the trilinear Higgs{stop oupling, Ab denotes the Higgs{sbottom oupling,and � is the higgsino mass parameter. We furthermore use the notation sw =p1� 2w, withw =MW=MZ.SU(2) gauge invariane leads to the relationM~tL =M~bL : (8)We shall onentrate on the aseM~tL =M~bL =M~tR = M~bR =:MSUSY: (9)This identi�ation of the diagonal elements of the third generation squark mass matriesleads to a simple phenomenologial haraterization of the third generation squark e�ets.The relaxation of this ondition to the ase where M~tR 6= M~tL 6= M~bR , has been studied,for instane, in Ref. [20{22℄. In the ase of Eq. (9), the most important parameters for theorretions in the Higgs setor are mt, MSUSY, Xt, and Xb.Similarly, the orresponding soft SUSY-breaking parameters in the salar tau/neutrinosetor are denoted as A� and M~l3 , where we assume the diagonal soft SUSY-breaking entriesin the stau/sneutrino mass matries to be equal to eah other as we did in the ~t=~b setor.For the squarks and sleptons of the �rst and seond generations we also assume equality ofthe diagonal soft SUSY-breaking parameters, denoted as M~q1;2 and M~l1;2 , respetively. Theo�-diagonal A-terms always appear multiplied with the orresponding fermion mass. Hene,for the de�nition of the benhmark senarios the A-terms assoiated with the �rst and seondsfermion generations have a negligible impat and an be set to zero for simpliity.The Higgs setor depends also on the gaugino masses. For instane, at the two-loop levelthe gluino mass, m~g, enters the preditions for the Higgs boson masses. The Higgs setorobservables furthermore depend on the SU(2) and U(1) gaugino mass parameters, M2 andM1, respetively, whih are usually assumed to be related via the GUT relation,M1 = 53 s2w2wM2 : (10)2.2 Higgs mass alulations and their sheme dependeneCorretions to the MSSM Higgs boson setor have been evaluated in several approahes, see,e.g. Ref. [23℄. The remaining theoretial unertainty on the light CP-even Higgs boson mass4



has been estimated to be �M theoryh . 3 GeV depending on the parameter region [6, 7℄. Theleading and subleading parts of the existing two-loop alulations have been implementedinto publi odes. The program FeynHiggs [7, 21, 24, 25℄ is based on results obtained in theFeynman-diagrammati (FD) approah, while the ode CPsuperH [26℄ is based on resultsobtained using the renormalization group (RG) improved e�etive potential approah [23,27, 28℄. For the MSSM with real parameters the two odes an di�er by a few GeV for thepredition of Mh, partly due to formally subleading two-loop orretions that are inludedonly in FeynHiggs. Both odes do not inorporate the subleading two-loop ontributionsevaluated in Ref. [29℄, whih are not available in a readily usable ode format. The existing3-loop orretions evaluated in Refs. [30, 31℄ are also not inluded, sine they are not availablein a format that an be added straight-forwardly to the existing alulations (see, however,Ref. [32℄).It is important to stress that the FD results have been obtained in the on-shell (OS)renormalization sheme, whereas the RG results have been alulated using the MS sheme;a detailed omparison of the results in the two shemes is presented in Refs. [23, 33℄ (seealso Refs. [34, 35℄). Therefore, the parameters Xt and MSUSY (whih are most importantfor the orretions in the Higgs setor) are sheme-dependent and thus di�er in the twoapproahes. The di�erenes between the orresponding parameters have to be taken intoaount when omparing the results. Considering the dominant standard QCD and SUSY-QCD orretions at the one-loop level, the relations between the stop mass parameters inthe two di�erent shemes are given by [23℄M2;MSS � M2;OSS � 83 �s� M2S; (11)XMSt � XOSt + �s3�MS �8 + 4 XtMS � X2tM2S � 3 XtMS log�m2tM2S�� ; (12)where M2S := M2SUSY +m2t . In these relations we have assumed m~g = MSUSY. It should benoted that it is not neessary to distinguish between MS and on-shell quantities in the termsproportional to �s, sine this di�erene is of higher order. The hange of sheme indues ingeneral only a minor shift, of the order of 4%, in the parameterMSUSY, but sizable di�erenesan our between the numerial values of Xt in the two shemes, see Refs. [21, 23, 35℄.2.3 Leading e�ets from the bottom/sbottom setorAt tree level, the bottom quark Yukawa oupling, hb, ontrols the interation between theHiggs �elds and the sbottom quarks and determines the bottom quark mass mb = hbv1.This relation is a�eted at one-loop order by large radiative orretions proportional tohbv2 [36{39℄, thereby giving rise to tan �-enhaned ontributions. These terms, that areoften alled threshold orretions to the bottom quark mass or �b orretions, may begenerated by gluino{sbottom one-loop diagrams (resulting in O(�b�s) orretions to theHiggs masses, where �b = h2b=4�), by hargino{stop loops (giving O(�b�t) orretions, where�t = h2t =4�), or by other subleading ontributions. At suÆiently large values of tan �, thetan�-enhanement may ompensate the loop suppression, and these ontributions may benumerially relevant. Therefore, an aurate determination of hb from the experimental value
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of the bottom quark mass requires a resummation of these threshold e�ets to all orders inthe perturbative expansion [37, 38℄.The leading �b-indued e�ets on the Higgs ouplings may be inluded in an e�etiveLagrangian formalism [37, 40℄. Numerially this represents the dominant ontributions tothe Higgs ouplings from the sbottom setor (see also [41{43℄). The e�etive Lagrangian isgiven byL = g2MW mb1 + �b" tan � A i�b5b +p2Vtb tan � H+�tLbR (13)+ � sin�os � ��b os�sin � �h�bLbR � �os�os � +�b sin�sin ��H�bLbR# +h:: :Here mb denotes the running bottom quark mass at the hosen sale inluding SM QCDorretions. The prefator 1=(1+�b) in Eq. (13) arises from the resummation of the leadingorretions to all orders. The additional terms proportional to �b in the h�bb and H�bbouplings arise from the mixing between the CP-even Higgs bosons and from the one-loopoupling of the bottom quark to Hu (the doublet that gives masses to the up-type fermions).As stressed above there are two main ontributions to the threshold orretion �b, anO(�s) orretion from a sbottom{gluino loop and an O(�t) orretion from a stop{higgsinoloop. In the limit of MS � mt and tan � � 1, taking these two ontributions into a-ount1 �b reads [36℄�b = 2�s3 � m~g � tan � � I(m~b1 ; m~b2 ; m~g) + �t4 � At � tan� � I(m~t1 ; m~t2 ; �) : (14)The funtion I is given byI(a; b; ) = 1(a2 � b2)(b2 � 2)(a2 � 2) �a2b2 log a2b2 + b22 log b22 + 2a2 log 2a2� (15)� 1max(a2; b2; 2) :The �b orretion an beome very important for large values of tan� and the ratios of�m~g=M2SUSY and �At=M2SUSY. While for �;m~g; At > 0, the �b orretion is positive, leadingto a suppression of the bottom Yukawa oupling, for negative values of �b the bottomYukawa oupling may be strongly enhaned and an even aquire non-perturbative valueswhen �b ! �1.The impat of the �b orretions on the searhes for the heavy MSSM Higgs bosons hasbeen analyzed in Ref. [19℄ (see also Refs. [47, 48℄). It was shown that the exlusion boundsin the hannels de�ned by Eqs. (2) and (3) depend strongly on the sign and size of �b,whereas the hannels Eqs. (1) and (4) show a weaker dependene on �b, as a onsequene ofa partial anellation of the �b ontributions. In order to demonstrate the phenomenologial1 The evaluation in FeynHiggs that we shall use in our numerial omputations ontains the full one-loopontributions to �b as given in Ref. [44℄. The leading QCD two-loop orretions to �b are also available [45℄;they stabilize the sale dependene of �b substantially. Corretions in the MSSM with non-minimal avorstruture were reently published in Ref. [46℄. 6



onsequenes of varying the parameter �, it was reommended in Ref. [19℄ to augment theoriginal benhmark values of themmaxh and no-mixing senarios [17℄ with a variation of � overdisrete values in the range �1000 GeV to +1000 GeV. When investigating negative valuesof �, in partiular � = �1000 GeV, the onsidered range of tan� needs to be restrited tosuÆiently low values in order to maintain a perturbative behavior of the bottom Yukawaoupling.3 Benhmark SenariosIn the following subsetions we propose updated benhmark senarios, in whih the observedLHC signal at � 125:5 GeV an be interpreted as one of the (neutral CP-even) states of theMSSM Higgs setor, and we disuss relevant features of their phenomenology. In partiular,within present experimental unertainties, these benhmark senarios allow for di�erentinterpretations of the prodution and deay rates of the disovered Higgs-like state. Inaddition, the senarios are useful in the searh of the other, non SM-like, MSSM Higgsbosons. For onveniene, we also give a table ontaining the parameter values for all theproposed senarios in the Appendix.Conerning the parameters that have only a minor impat on the MSSM Higgs setorpreditions, we propose �xing them to the following values:M~q1;2 = 1500 GeV; (16)M~l1;2 = 500 GeV; (17)Af = 0 (f = ; s; u; d; �; e) : (18)M1 is �xed via the GUT relation, Eq. (10). Motivated by the analysis in Ref. [19℄ we suggestto investigate for eah senario given in Sets. 3.1 { 3.3, in addition to the default valuesgiven there, the following values of �:� = �200;�500;�1000 GeV: (19)These values of � allow for both an enhanement and a suppression of the bottom Yukawaoupling, and are onsistent with the limits from diret searhes for harginos and neutrali-nos at LEP [49℄. As mentioned above, when investigating negative values of � the onsideredrange of tan � needs to be restrited to suÆiently low values in order to maintain a pertur-bative behavior of the bottom Yukawa oupling.The value for the top quark mass used in the original benhmark senarios [17, 19℄ washosen aording to the experimental entral value at that time. For the new senarioswe propose to substitute this value with the most up-to-date experimental entral valuemt = 173:2 GeV [50℄.To analyze the benhmark senarios disussed below, and to generate the MSSM Higgspreditions for the plots, we use FeynHiggs 2.9.4 [7, 21, 24, 25℄. Where relevant, values forthe input parameters are quoted both in the on-shell sheme (suitable for FeynHiggs), as wellas in the MS sheme (that an readily be used by CPsuperH [26℄). We also show the exlusionbounds (at 95% C.L.) from diret Higgs searhes, evaluated with HiggsBounds 4.0.0-beta [51℄
7



(linked to FeynHiggs) using a ombined unertainty on the SM-like Higgs mass of �Mh =3 GeV (�MH = 3 GeV in the last senario) when evaluating the limits. While an estimateof the urrently exluded region is given in this way,2 we would like to emphasize that amain point of this work is to enourage ATLAS and CMS to perform dediated searhes forMSSM Higgs bosons in these senarios.For eah benhmark senario we show the region of parameter spae where the massof the (neutral CP-even) MSSM Higgs boson that is interpreted as the newly disoveredstate is within the range 125:5 � 3 GeV and 125:5 � 2 GeV. The �3 GeV unertainty ismeant to represent a ombination of the present experimental unertainty of the determinedmass value and of the theoretial unertainty in the MSSM Higgs mass predition fromunknown higher-order orretions. Taking into aount a parametri unertainty from thetop quark mass measurements of Æmexpt = 0:9 GeV [50℄ would result in an even slightlylarger interval of \aeptable" Mh values, while all other features remain the same. Thedisplayed area with�3 GeV unertainty should therefore be viewed as being in (onservative)agreement with a Higgs mass measurement of � 125:5 GeV. In partiular, in the ase thatthe lightest CP-even Higgs is interpreted as the newly disovered state, the ouplings ofthe h are lose to the orresponding SM values (modulo e�ets from light SUSY partiles,see below). Consequently, those rate measurements from the LHC that agree well withthe SM are then naturally in good agreement also with the MSSM preditions. The areaorresponding to the �2 GeV unertainty indiates how the region that is in agreementwith the measured value would shrink as a onsequene of reduing the theoretial andexperimental unertainties to a ombined value of 2 GeV.3.1 The mmaxh senarioThe mmaxh senario was originally de�ned to give onservative exlusion bounds on tan �in the LEP Higgs searhes [15, 17, 18℄. The value of Xt was hosen in order to maximizethe lightest CP-even Higgs mass at large values of MA for a given value of tan � (andall other parameters �xed). Taking into aount (besides the latest limits from the Higgssearhes at the Tevatron and the LHC) the observation of a new state at � 125:5 GeV andinterpreting this signal as the light CP-even Higgs, the mmaxh senario an now be used toderive onservative lower bounds on MA, MH� and tan � [8℄.On the other hand, sine the mmaxh senario has been designed suh that the higher-order orretions maximize the value of Mh, in the deoupling region (MA � MZ) and fortan� >� 10 this senario yields Mh values that are signi�antly higher (above 130 GeV) thanthe observed mass of the signal. Compatibility of the predited values for the mass of thelight CP-even Higgs boson with the mass of the observed signal is therefore ahieved only ina relatively small region of the parameter spae, in partiular for rather low values of tan �.However, given that the mmaxh senario is useful to provide onservative lower bounds onthe parameters determining the MSSM Higgs setor at tree level (MA or MH� and tan �)2 HiggsBounds provides a ompilation of ross setion limits obtained from Higgs searhes at LEP, theTevatron and the LHC. For testing whether a partiular parameter point of a onsidered model is exluded,�rst the searh hannel with the highest expeted sensitivity for an exlusion is determined, and then theobserved limit is onfronted with the model preditions for this single hannel only, see Ref. [51℄ for furtherdetails.
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and has widely been used for analyses in the past, we nevertheless regard it as a usefulbenhmark senario also for the future. We therefore inlude a slightly updated version ofthe mmaxh senario in our list of proposed benhmarks.We de�ne the parameters of the (updated) mmaxh senario (with the remaining values asde�ned in the previous setion) as follows,mmaxh : mt = 173:2 GeV;MSUSY = 1000 GeV;� = 200 GeV;M2 = 200 GeV;XOSt = 2MSUSY (FD alulation);XMSt = p6MSUSY (RG alulation);Ab = A� = At;m~g = 1500 GeV;M~l3 = 1000 GeV : (20)Besides (as mentioned above) using the urrent experimental entral value for the top quarkmass, the most relevant hange in the de�nition of the mmaxh senario is an inreased valueof the gluino mass, whih has been adopted in view of the limits from the diret searhes forSUSY partiles at the LHC [14℄. It should be noted that slightly higher values of Mh anbe reahed if one uses lower values of m~g as input. Consequently, slightly more onservativeexlusion bounds on tan �, MA and MH� an be obtained if one uses as input the lowestpossible value for m~g that is still allowed in this senario by the most up-to-date exlusionbounds from ATLAS and CMS, but with m~g � 800 GeV. Similarly, more onservativeexlusion bounds an of ourse also be obtained by inreasing the input value for MSUSY,for instane by using MSUSY = 2000 GeV and m~g = 0:8MSUSY (i.e., the \original" settingof m~g as de�ned in Ref. [17℄), see below. We enourage the experimental ollaborations totake into onsideration in their analyses also those extensions of the mmaxh senario.In Fig. 1 we show the MA{tan� plane (left) and the MH�{tan � plane (right) in the(updated) mmaxh senario. As explained above, the areas marked as exluded in the plotshave been determined using HiggsBounds 4.0.0-beta [51℄ (linked to FeynHiggs). The blueareas in the �gure indiate regions that are exluded by LEP Higgs searhes, and the redareas indiate regions that are exluded by LHC searhes for a SM Higgs (lighter red) andfor (non-standard) MSSM Higgs bosons (solid red). The solid red region of LHC exlusion inthis plane uts in from the upper left orner, in the region of large tan�. The most sensitiveproesses here are given by Eq. (1). These proesses have an enhaned rate growing withtan�. The \uto�" in the exluded region for MA > 800 GeV (orresponding roughly tovalues of tan � above 50) is due to the fat that no experimental limits for MA > 800 GeVhave yet been published.Furthermore, Fig. 1 shows regions in lighter red (\thin strips" at tan� values lose tothe LEP limit and moderate to large values of MA and MH�), indiating the exlusion ofthe light CP-even Higgs boson via SM-Higgs searhes at the LHC. In this region the LHCextends the LEP exlusion bounds for a SM-like Higgs to higher Higgs boson masses.
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Figure 1: The MA{tan� (left) and MH�{tan � (right) planes in the (updated) mmaxh se-nario, with exluded regions from diret Higgs searhes at LEP (blue), and the LHC (solidred); the dotted (lighter) red region is exluded by LHC searhes for a SM-like Higgs boson.The two green shades orrespond to the parameters for whih Mh = 125:5� 2 (3) GeV, seetext.The two green olors in Fig. 1 indiate where Mh = 125:5 � 2 (3) GeV. As disussedabove, the �3 GeV region should represent a reasonable ombination of the urrent experi-mental and theoretial unertainties. The fat that the LHC exlusion region from the SMHiggs searhes does not exatly \touh" the green band is a onsequene of taking into a-ount the theoretial unertainties in the predition for the Higgs boson mass in determiningthe exluded regions. The inorporation of the theoretial unertainties is also responsiblefor the fat that in Fig. 1 there is no exluded region from the SM Higgs searhes at the LHCfor tan� values above the green region. It may be useful to regard the green region as thatfavored by the LHC observation, even though other parameter regions exist that are notformally exluded (aording to the presription adopted in HiggsBounds [51℄). The e�etsof the theory unertainty of �3 GeV used in the evaluation of the experimental bounds aredisplayed in Fig. 2, where we neglet this theory unertainty. It an be observed that largeparts of the MA{tan � plane (left) and of the MH�{tan � plane (right) would then be ex-luded in the mmaxh senario from the LHC searhes for a SM-like Higgs boson. The resultingexluded region is shown in light red. In partiular, for tan� values above the green bandthe predited Mh value turns out to be too high.Interpreting the light CP-even Higgs as the new state at � 125:5 GeV, a new onservativelower bound on tan � in the MSSM an be obtained from the lowest values on the greenbands in Fig. 1 (see Ref. [8℄ for details). Similarly, the lowest values of MA and MH� in thegreen region (i.e., where the green region touhes the exluded region from Higgs searhesat the LHC) give a onservative lower bound on these parameters [8℄. In partiular, fromthe right plot of Fig. 1 it follows that MH� < mt is exluded for MSUSY = 1 TeV (if thelight CP-even Higgs is interpreted as the new state at � 125:5 GeV). Raising MSUSY to
10



Figure 2: The MA{tan� (left) and MH�{tan � (right) planes in the (updated) mmaxh se-nario, as shown in Fig. 1, but without taking into aount a theory unertainty in the Mhalulation of 3 GeV in the evaluation of the existing limits.higher values, e.g. to 2000 GeV, one �nds that MH� < mt might still be marginally allowed.These bounds ould be improved by a more preise theoretial predition and experimentaldetermination of Mh, and more data on MSSM Higgs boson searhes in the region of lowvalues of MA ould learly have an important impat.It should �nally be noted that the sensitivity of the searhes for MSSM Higgs bosonsin �+�� and b�b �nal states that determines the solid red region in Fig. 1 is signi�antlya�eted where additional deay modes of the heavy MSSM Higgs bosons are open. Inpartiular, for suÆiently large values ofMA deays of the MSSM Higgs bosons H and A intoharginos and neutralinos an have an important impat, depending on the parameters in thehargino/neutralino setor. This issue will be disussed in more detail below. Furthermore,interpreting the light CP-even Higgs as the new state at � 125:5 GeV means that thedeay H ! hh is kinematially possible over a large part of the parameter spae of themmaxh senario (and of its variants that will be disussed below). This deay mode anbe partiularly important in the region of relatively low values of tan� that is favored inthe mmaxh senario (see Refs. [35, 52℄ for details of the alulation.) As an example, forMA = 300 GeV and tan � = 7, i.e. lose to the experimental limit from the Higgs searhesat the LHC, we �nd BR(H ! hh) = 12%. This branhing ratio inreases for lower valuesof tan�. For tan � = 4:5 we �nd BR(H ! hh) = 27%. The two values quoted above arefor M2 = 200 GeV, where also ompeting deay modes into harginos and neutralinos areopen. Inreasing the SU(2) gaugino mass parameter to M2 = 2000 GeV, thus inreasingthe masses of the harginos and neutralinos, yields BR(H ! hh) = 19% for tan� = 7and BR(H ! hh) = 50% for tan� = 4:5 (for MA = 300 GeV, as before). We enourageATLAS and CMS to enhane the sensitivity of their searhes for MSSM Higgs bosons byperforming also dediated searhes for Higgs deays into SUSY partiles (see the disussionbelow), where initial analyses an be found, e.g., in Ref. [53℄.
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3.2 The mmodh senarioAs explained in the disussion of Fig. 1, the mass of the light CP-even Higgs boson in themmaxh senario is in agreement with the disovery of a Higgs-like state only in a relativelysmall strip in the MA{tan� plane at rather low tan �. This was aused by the fat that themmaxh senario was designed to maximize the value of Mh, so that in the deoupling regionthis senario yieldsMh values that are higher than the observed mass of the signal. Departingfrom the parameter on�guration that maximizesMh, one naturally �nds senarios where inthe deoupling region the value of Mh is lose to the observed mass of the signal over a wideregion of the parameter spae. A onvenient way of modifying the mmaxh senario in this wayis to redue the amount of mixing in the stop setor, i.e. to redue jXt=MSUSYj ompared tothe value of � 2 (FD alulation) that gives rise to the largest positive ontribution to Mhfrom the radiative orretions. This an be done for both signs of Xt.Aordingly, we propose an \mmodh senario" whih is a modi�ation of the mmaxh senarioonsisting of a redution of jXt=MSUSYj. We de�ne two variants of this senario, the mmod+hand the mmod�h senario, whih di�er by their sign (and absolute value) of Xt=MSUSY. Whilethe positive sign of the produt (�M2) results in general in better agreement with the (g�2)�experimental results, the negative sign of the produt (�At) yields in general (assumingminimal avor violation) better agreement with the BR(b! s) measurements (see Ref. [54℄for a reent analysis of the impat of other rare B deay observables, most notably Bs !�+��). The parameter settings for these two senarios are:mmod+h : mt = 173:2 GeV;MSUSY = 1000 GeV;� = 200 GeV;M2 = 200 GeV;XOSt = 1:5MSUSY (FD alulation);XMSt = 1:6MSUSY (RG alulation);Ab = A� = At;m~g = 1500 GeV;M~l3 = 1000 GeV : (21)mmod�h : mt = 173:2 GeV;MSUSY = 1000 GeV;� = 200 GeV;M2 = 200 GeV;XOSt = �1:9MSUSY (FD alulation);XMSt = �2:2MSUSY (RG alulation);Ab = A� = At;m~g = 1500 GeV;M~l3 = 1000 GeV : (22)12



Figure 3: The MA{tan� plane in the mmod+h (left) and mmod�h (right) senarios. Theolors show exlusion regions from LEP (blue) and the LHC (red), and the favored regionMh = 125:5� 2 (3) GeV (green), see the text for details.Figure 3 shows the bounds on the MA{tan� parameter spae in the mmod+h (left) andmmod�h (right) senarios, using the same hoie of olors as in the mmaxh senario presentedin the previous setion, but from here on we show the full LHC exlusion region as solidred only.3 As antiipated, there is a large region of parameter spae at moderate and largevalues of tan � where the mass of the light CP-even Higgs boson is in good agreement withthe mass value of the partile reently disovered at the LHC. Aordingly, the green areaindiating the favored region now extends over almost the whole allowed parameter spae ofthis senario, with the exeption of a small region at low values of tan�. From Fig. 3 onean see that one the magnitude of Xt has been hanged in order to bring the mass of thelight CP-even Higgs boson into agreement with the observed mass of the signal, the hangeof sign of this parameter has a minor impat on the exluded regions.As mentioned above, the exlusion limits obtained from the searhes for heavy MSSMHiggs bosons in the �+�� and b�b �nal states are signi�antly a�eted in parameter regionswhere additional deay modes of the heavy MSSM Higgs bosons are open. In partiular, thebranhing ratios for the deay of H and A into harginos and neutralinos may beome largeat small or moderate values of tan �, leading to a orresponding redution of the branhingratios into �+�� and b�b. In Fig. 4 we show again the mmod+h (left) and mmod�h (right)senarios, where the exluded regions from the Higgs searhes at LEP and the LHC are asbefore. In the upper row of Fig. 4 the olor oding for the allowed region of the parameterspae indiates the average value of the branhing ratios for the deay of H and A intoharginos and neutralinos (summed over all ontributing �nal states).4 One an see fromthe plots that as a onsequene of the relatively low values of � and M2 in this benhmarksenario deays of H and A into harginos and neutralinos are kinematially open essentially3 The light red olor in Fig. 4 has a di�erent meaning.4The branhing ratios into harginos and neutralinos turn out to be very similar for the heavy CP-evenHiggs boson, H , and the CP-odd Higgs boson, A, in this region of parameter spae.
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Figure 4: Upper row: The MA{tan� plane in the mmod+h (left) and the mmod�h senario(right). The exlusion regions are shown as in Fig. 3, while the olor oding in the allowedregion indiates the average total branhing ratio of H and A into harginos and neutralinos.In the lower row M2 = 2000 GeV is used, and the olor oding for the branhing ratios of Hand A into harginos and neutralinos is as in the upper row. The regions exluded by theLHC searhes are shown in light red in these plots. For omparison, the exluded regionsfor the ase M2 = 200 GeV (as given in the plots in the upper row) is overlaid (solid red).in the whole allowed parameter spae of the senario, with the exeption of a small regionwith rather small MA. The branhing ratios for the deays of H and A into harginos andneutralinos reah values in exess of 70% for small and moderate values of tan �.The impat of the orresponding redution of the branhing ratios of H;A into �+��and b�b on the exluded region an be read o� from the plots in the lower row of Fig. 4.In those plots we have set M2 = 2000 GeV, whih suppresses the deays of H and A into
14



harginos and neutralinos. The region exluded by the LHC searhes for MSSM Higgs bosonsis shown in light red for this ase. Overlaid for omparison is the exluded region obtainedfor M2 = 200 GeV, as given by the plots in the upper row (solid red). One an see that theimpat of the deays into harginos and neutralinos on the exluded region in the MA{tan�plane is sizable, amounting typially to a shift in the exluded value for tan� by more than� tan� = 5 for a given value of MA.As mentioned above, another deay mode that is kinematially possible over a largepart of the parameter spae of the mmodh senarios is the deay rate of H ! hh. ForM2 = 200 GeV (plots in the upper row of Fig. 4) and MA = 300 GeV we �nd in the mmod+h(mmod�h ) senario BR(H ! hh) = 12% (11%) for tan� = 7 and BR(H ! hh) = 17% (16%)for tan � = 6. Inreasing M2 to M2 = 2000 GeV (plots in the lower row of Fig. 4) suppressesthe deays into harginos and neutralinos, and orrespondingly enhanes the deay H ! hh.For MA = 300 GeV in the mmod+h (mmod�h ) senario we obtain BR(H ! hh) = 19% (18%)for tan� = 7 and BR(H ! hh) = 29% (27%) for tan� = 6. As already mentioned, weenourage ATLAS and CMS to enhane the sensitivity of their searhes for MSSM Higgsbosons by performing also dediated searhes for Higgs deays into SUSY partiles and intoa pair of lighter Higgs bosons.For the benhmarks proposed in this paper a ertain value for the parameter � is spei�ed.However, we suggest to investigate the impat of an enhanement or suppression of thebottom Yukawa oupling by varying the parameter � aording to Eq. (19). For the Higgsdeays into �+��, see Eq. (1), a partial anellation of the assoiated �b orretions oursbetween the ontributions to the prodution and the deay, leading to a relatively milddependene on the bottom Yukawa oupling and therefore on �b [19℄. On the other hand, forthe assoiated prodution and deay into bottom quarks, see Eq. (2), the �b orretions enterin a similar way for the prodution and deay part, so that their overall e�et is signi�antlylarger, leading to a more pronouned dependene on the sign and size of the � parameter [19℄.Negative values of � lead to a stronger bottom-quark Yukawa oupling and therefore a largerprodution rate and a larger parameter range exlusion. The bounds on the parameter spae
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Figure 5: Exlusion limits from the most reent CMS analysis of the hannel b�b�; � ! b�b(with � = h;H;A) [55℄ are presented in the MA{tan� plane for the senarios mmod+h (left)and mmod�h (right) with variation of the � parameter as indiated by the legend.
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from this hannel tend to be weaker than those from �� searhes, and they are therefore notexpliitly visible in Fig. 3. In order to display the e�et of the orretions to the bottomYukawa oupling we fous now expliitly on the hannel b�b�; � ! b�b, where � = h;H;A.Using the latest result from CMS for this hannel [55℄, Fig. 5 shows the reah in the MA{tan� plane of the mmod+h (left) and mmod�h (right) senarios for � = �200 GeV;�1000 GeV(see also [56℄).5 In the mmod+h senario one an observe a very large variation with the signand absolute value of �. For example, for MA = 250 GeV one �nds for � = �1000 GeV anexlusion in tan � down to about tan� = 20, while for the reversed sign of � the exludedregion starts only above tan � = 50. The dependene on � is less pronouned in the mmod�hsenario, i.e. for negative values of Xt, whih is a onsequene of a partial ompensationbetween the main ontributions to �b, see Eq. (14).3.3 The light stop senarioThe measured value of the lightest CP-even Higgs mass of about 125:5 GeV may only beahieved in the MSSM by relatively large radiative ontributions from the top{stop setor.It is well known that this an only be obtained if the mixing parameter Xt in the stopsetor is larger than the average stop mass. The dependene of Mh on the stop mass sale islogarithmi and allows for values ofMSUSY below the TeV sale. Values ofMSUSY signi�antlybelow the TeV sale are still possible if Xt is lose to the value that maximizes the lightestCP-even Higgs mass (or, to a lesser extent, lose to the maximum for negative values of Xt).Suh a large value of jXtj and a relatively low value ofMSUSY neessarily lead to the preseneof a light stop. Suh a light stop may be searhed for in diret prodution at the LHC, buthas also a relevant impat on the lightest CP-even Higgs prodution rates. In partiular, alight stop may lead to a relevant modi�ation of the gluon fusion rate [17, 57℄.The ontribution of light stops to the gluon fusion amplitude may be parametrized interms of the physial stop masses and the mixing parameter. Making use of low energytheorems [58℄ it is easy to see that the stops give rise to an additional ontribution to thegluon fusion amplitude whih is approximately given by [59℄ÆAhgg=ASMhgg ' m2t4m2~t1m2~t2 �m2~t1 +m2~t2 �X2t � ; (23)where ASMhgg denotes the gluon fusion amplitude in the SM. Values of Xt in the range2MSUSY . Xt . 2:5MSUSY then lead to negative ontributions to this amplitude and toredued values of the gluon fusion rate. We propose a light stop senario with the followingparameters,light stop: mt = 173:2 GeV;MSUSY = 500 GeV;� = 350 GeV;M2 = 350 GeV;5We have veri�ed our implementation of this limit against the results from CMS [55℄, whih are givenfor the (original) mmaxh senario with � = �200 GeV. The \zig-zag"-type variation of the bounds originatesfrom the original bounds in Ref. [55℄. 16



XOSt = 2:0MSUSY (FD alulation);XMSt = 2:2MSUSY (RG alulation);Ab = At = A� ;m~g = 1500 GeV;M~l3 = 1000 GeV : (24)These parameters lead to a lighter stop and a heavier stop mass of about 325 GeV and670 GeV, respetively, and a negative orretion of the gluon fusion amplitude of about 8%.The light stop senario an be regarded as an update of the gluophobi Higgs senario de�nedin Ref. [17℄.The values of � andM2 in the light stop senario have been hosen to be in agreement withthe urrent exlusion bounds on diret light stop prodution at the LHC [60℄. The two-bodydeay modes that are kinematially open are ~t1 ! b~�+1 and ~t1 ! ~�01 with m~��1 � 295 GeVand m~�01 � 163 GeV. The �rst deay results in very soft deay produts. While the latterdeay is expeted to be suppressed in minimal avor violating shemes, it ould in generalbe sizable. Analyses have been performed at the Tevatron [61℄; however, urrently there areno dediated LHC searhes in this hannel. If this hannel turned out to be relevant, due toits diÆult �nal state it would pose a hallenge to the experimental analyses.There is also a orretion to the diphoton amplitude, but sine in the diphoton asethe dominant SM ontribution omes from W loops, whih are of opposite sign and abouta fator 4 larger than the top ontributions, the stop ontributions lead to only a smallmodi�ation, smaller than about 3%, of this amplitude.Figure 6 shows the MA{tan� plane in the light stop senario, as well as a omparison ofthe gluon fusion rates for h prodution to those obtained in the SM. For this omparison,

Figure 6: The MA{tan� plane in the light stop senario; left: with the same olor odingas in Fig. 3; right: the resulting suppression of the gluon fusion rate, as indiated by thelegend.
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we de�ne the quantity rgg = �(h! gg)MSSM�(h! gg)SM ; (25)whih gives a rough approximation of the relative suppression of �(gg ! h)MSSM. Thebounds on the parameter spae (as before obtained with HiggsBounds) are similar to theones obtained in the mmodh senarios. However, the gluon fusion rate is between 10% and15% lower than in the SM, as expeted from Eq. (23).63.4 The light stau senarioWhile light stops may lead to a large modi�ation of the gluon fusion rate, with a relativeminor e�et on the diphoton rate, it has been shown that light staus, in the presene of largemixing, may lead to important modi�ations of the diphoton deay width of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson, �(h! ) [10,62℄. Large mixing in the stau setor may happen naturallyfor large values of tan �, for whih the mixing parameter X� = A� � � tan� beomes large.Similarly to the modi�ations of the gluon fusion rate in the light stop senario, one anuse the low energy Higgs theorems [58℄ to obtain the modi�ations of the deay rate of theHiggs boson to photon pairs. The orretion to the amplitude of Higgs deays to diphotonsis approximately given by [10, 59℄ÆAh=ASMh ' � 2 m2�39 m2~�1m2~�2 �m2~�1 +m2~�2 �X2� � ; (26)where ASMh denotes the diphoton amplitude in the SM.Due to the large tan� enhanement X� is naturally muh larger than the stau masses andhene the orretions are positive and beome signi�ant for large values of tan �. As stressedabove, the urrent entral value of the measured diphoton rate of the state disovered at theLHC is somewhat larger than the expetations for a SM Higgs, whih adds motivation forinvestigating the phenomenology of a senario with an enhaned diphoton rate. We thereforepropose a light stau senario. In the de�nition of the parameters we distinguish the aseswhether or not � mass threshold orretions, �� , are inorporated in the omputation of thestau spetrum (this is the ase in CPsuperH, but not in the present version of FeynHiggs).We mark the ase where those orretions are inluded as \(�� alulation)". We de�ne theparameters of the light stau senario as follows:light stau: mt = 173:2 GeV;MSUSY = 1000 GeV;� = 500 GeV;6The feature visible in the LHC exluded region for aboutMA = 500 GeV and low values of tan� is ausedby the fat that HiggsBounds uses only the hannel with the highest expeted sensitivity for determiningwhether a parameter point is exluded. The shape of the exluded region is aused by a boundary to adi�erent hannel that has the highest expeted sensitivity for exlusion but whose observed limit turns outnot to provide an exlusion of this parameter region. Features of this kind are expeted to be absent indediated ombined analyses that allow to simultaneously take into aount information from more than onehannel. 18



� = 450 GeV (�� alulation);M2 = 200 GeV;M2 = 400 GeV (�� alulation);XOSt = 1:6MSUSY (FD alulation);XMSt = 1:7MSUSY (RG alulation);Ab = At ;A� = 0 ;m~g = 1500 GeV;M~l3 = 245 GeV;M~l3 = 250 GeV (�� alulation): (27)Figure 7 shows the MA{tan � plane in the light stau senario (left), as well as omparisonof the h !  width to the SM ase (right). Conerning the exlusion bounds from theHiggs searhes at LEP and the LHC, the main di�erene with respet to themmodh senarios ispresent at low values of tan �, where the LHC exlusion in the light stau senario is somewhatstronger. This results from a suppression of the deays into harginos and neutralinos ausedby the relatively large (default) value of � in the light stau senario. The right panel shows theenhanement of the diphoton deay rate of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson with respetto the SM (with r de�ned analogously to rgg in Eq. (25)). As expeted, a signi�antenhanement is present at large values of tan � > 50, for whih the lightest stau approahesa mass of about 100 GeV, lose to the LEP limit for the stau mass [49℄. For non-zero valuesof A� in this senario, the oupling of the down-type fermions to the lightest Higgs bosonmay be modi�ed [10℄. The deay rate of H=A into staus an also beome sizable, see thedisussion in Set. 3.5.

Figure 7: Left: The MA{tan� plane in the light stau senario, with the same olor odingas in Fig. 3. Right: The e�et of light staus on the deay rate h! , where the quantityr is de�ned in analogy to rgg in Eq. (25).
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3.5 The � -phobi Higgs senarioBesides the loop e�ets on the Higgs verties desribed in the previous setions, also propaga-tor-type orretions involving the mixing between the two CP-even Higgs bosons of theMSSM an have an important impat. In partiular, this type of orretions an lead to rel-evant modi�ations of the Higgs ouplings to down-type fermions, whih an approximatelybe taken into aount via an e�etive mixing angle �e� (see Ref. [63℄). This modi�ationours for large values of the At;b;� parameters and large values of � and tan �.7The senario that we propose an be regarded as an update of the small �e� senarioproposed in Ref. [17℄. The parameters are:� -phobi Higgs: mt = 173:2 GeV;MSUSY = 1500 GeV;� = 2000 GeV;M2 = 200 GeV;XOSt = 2:45MSUSY (FD alulation);XMSt = 2:9MSUSY (RG alulation);Ab = A� = At ;m~g = 1500 GeV;M~l3 = 500 GeV : (28)The relatively low value of M~l3 = 500 GeV and the large value of � give rise to ratherlight staus also in the � -phobi Higgs senario, in partiular in the region of large tan �.The orretions from the stau setor have an important inuene on the Higgs ouplingsto down-type fermions in this senario. Furthermore, in this senario deays of the heavyCP-even Higgs boson into light staus, H ! ~�+1 ~��1 , our with a large branhing fration inthe region of large tan � and suÆiently high MA. For example, for MA = 800 GeV andtan� = 45, we obtain BR(H ! ~�+1 ~��1 ) = 67%.Figure 8 shows the bounds on the MA{tan � parameter spae in the � -phobi Higgssenario. As in the light stau senario, the most important modi�ation with respet to themmodh senarios is a larger exlusion at low values of tan� indued by a derease of the deayrate into harginos and neutralinos.Figure 9 shows the modi�ation of the deay rate for the lightest CP-even Higgs bosoninto bottom quarks (rbb) and � -leptons (r�� ), both de�ned analogously to rgg, see Eq. (25).The variations are most important at large values of tan�, and they inrease for smallervalues of MA, where the LHC exlusion limit from MSSM Higgs searhes beomes verysigni�ant. Still, as an be seen from the �gure, modi�ations of the partial Higgs deaywidth into �+�� larger than 20%, and of the deay width into bottom quarks larger than10% may our within this senario.7 Large values of At;b;� and � are in priniple onstrained by the requirement that no harge and olorbreaking minima should appear in the potential [64℄, or at least that there is a suÆiently long-lived meta-stable vauum. However, a detailed analysis of this issue is beyond the sope of this paper, and we leave itfor a future analysis.
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Figure 8: The MA{tan� plane in the � -phobi Higgs senario. The olor oding is the sameas in Fig. 3.

Figure 9: Modi�ation of the deay rate for the lightest CP-even Higgs boson into bottomquarks (rbb, left) and � -leptons (r�� , right) in the � -phobi Higgs senario, where rbb and r��are de�ned in analogy to rgg in Eq. (25).3.6 The low-MH senarioAs it was pointed out in Refs. [8, 11, 12℄, besides the interpretation of the Higgs-like stateat � 125:5 GeV in terms of the light CP-even Higgs boson of the MSSM it is also possible,at least in priniple, to identify the observed signal with the heavy CP-even Higgs boson ofthe MSSM. In this ase the Higgs setor would be very di�erent from the SM ase, sineall �ve MSSM Higgs bosons would be light. The heavy CP-even Higgs boson would have a
21



mass around 125:5 GeV and behave roughly SM-like, while the light CP-even Higgs bosonof the MSSM would have heavily suppressed ouplings to gauge bosons. Due to the ratherspetaular phenomenology of suh a senario, the available parameter spae is alreadya�eted by existing searh limits, and the prospets for disovering a non-SM like Higgs inthe near future would be very good.The most relevant limits probing suh a senario at present arise from the searhesfor MSSM Higgs bosons in the gg; b�b ! h;H;A ! �� hannel, but also the searh fora light harged Higgs in top quark deays has an interesting sensitivity. The results forthe gg; b�b ! h;H;A ! �� hannel have reently been updated by CMS [65℄. However,it is diÆult to assess the impat of those new results on the viability of suh a senario,sine they have been presented only for the mmaxh senario (i.e., no ross setion limits havebeen provided whih ould readily be applied to other senarios; an attempt to inorporatea rough estimate of the new CMS result has been made in HiggsBounds 4.0.0-beta [51℄,whih we have used for produing the plots in this paper). In view of the rih and interestingphenomenology, we inlude a senario of this kind among the benhmarks that we propose.In partiular, this senario ould provide a useful benhmark for the ongoing harged Higgsboson searhes in the MSSM.In this senario we deviate from the de�nition of an MA{tan� plane, sine it is lear thata relatively small value of MA (and orrespondingly MH�) is required. MA is therefore �xedto MA = 110 GeV (other hoies for MA in this low-mass region would also be possible),and instead � is varied. Otherwise we hoose the same parameters as for the � -phobi Higgssenario, with the exeption that we set M~l3 = 1000 GeV, while the value in the � -phobiHiggs senario is M~l3 = 500 GeV (see the disussion above). Aordingly, the parametersproposed for this senario are:8low-MH : mt = 173:2 GeV;MA = 110 GeV;MSUSY = 1500 GeV;M2 = 200 GeV;XOSt = 2:45MSUSY (FD alulation);XMSt = 2:9MSUSY (RG alulation);Ab = A� = At;m~g = 1500 GeV;M~l3 = 1000 GeV : (29)Instead of MA one an also use MH� as input parameter, as it is done, e.g., in CPsuperH.In this ase one should hoose as input value MH� = 132 GeV, leading to very similarphenomenology.In Fig. 10 we show the �{tan� plane in the low-MH senario. The green shades indiatethe region where MH = 125:5 � 2 (3) GeV. The yellow and blak areas also have MH =125:5 � 3 GeV, where the yellow area additionally satis�es the requirement that the rates8 The remark made in the previous setion about the onstraints from harge and olor breaking minimain the salar potential applies also here. 22



Figure 10: Experimentally favored and exluded regions in the �{tan� plane in the low-MHsenario. Details of the olor oding (as indiated in the legend) are desribed in the text.for the gg! H, H !  and H ! ZZ� hannels, as approximated by (X = ; Z)RXX = �(H ! gg)MSSM � BR(H ! XX)MSSM�(H ! gg)SM � BR(H ! XX)SM ; (30)are at least at 90% of their SM value for the same Higgs mass. The blak region in Fig. 10indiates where the rates for H deay to gauge bosons beome too high, suh that thesepoints are exluded by HiggsBounds. As before, the blue area is exluded by LEP Higgssearhes, whereas the solid red is exluded from LHC searhes for the neutral MSSM Higgsbosons, h, H and A in the �+�� deay hannel. The purple region is exluded by hargedHiggs boson searhes at the LHC. The white area at very large values of � and low tan� isunphysial, i.e. this parameter region is theoretially inaessible.One an see from Fig. 10 that, as expeted, suh a senario is on�ned to a relativelysmall range of tan� values (and, as disussed above, the same holds for MA). It is inter-esting to note that the searhes for all �ve MSSM Higgs bosons ontribute in a signi�antway to the exluded regions displayed in Fig. 10. Conerning the light CP-even Higgs bo-son, within the yellow region in Fig. 10 its mass turns out to be rather low, in the range77 GeV <� Mh <� 102 GeV, i.e. signi�antly below the LEP limit for a SM-like Higgs [13℄.The ouplings of the light CP-even Higgs boson to gauge bosons are heavily suppressed inthis region, leading to rates for the relevant ross setions that are typially smaller by afator of 2{10 than the LEP limits [13℄.While the existing limits from the searhes for the MSSM Higgs bosons onstrain theparameter spae of the low-MH senario, aording to our assessment based on HiggsBounds4.0.0-beta there remains an interesting parameter region that is unexluded, as displayedin Fig. 10. The proposed low-MH benhmark senario is intended to failitate a proper23



experimental analysis that will answer the question whether senario giving rise to Higgsphenomenology that is very di�erent from the SM ase is still viable in the MSSM. Asdisussed above, besides the searhes for neutral MSSM Higgs bosons in �+�� �nal statesalso harged Higgs searhes have a high sensitivity for probing this senario. In order toinvestigate the prospets for harged Higgs searhes in top quark deays in more detail, weshow in Fig. 11 the preditions for BR(t ! H�b) (denoted as \BR" in the plot) in theunexluded region of the �{tan� plane of the low-MH senario. One observes that thisbranhing ratio is just below the urrent experimental limits [66℄, whih are at the levelof 1%.

Figure 11: Values of BR(t! H�b) (denoted as \BR") in the �{tan� plane in the low-MHsenario. The experimenally exluded regions are indiated as in Fig. 10.
4 ConlusionsIn this paper we have proposed new benhmark senarios for MSSM Higgs boson searhes atthe LHC. The proposed benhmarks are expressed in terms of low-energy MSSM parametersand are restrited to the (CP-onserving) ase of real parameters. The benhmark senariostake into aount the reent disovery of a Higgs-like state at � 125:5 GeV, i.e. over a widerange of their parameter spae they are ompatible with both the mass and the detetedprodution rates of the observed signal. This refers to the interpretation of the signal interms of the light CP-even Higgs boson of the MSSM, with the exeption of the low-MHsenario, where the observed signal is interpreted as the heavier CP-even Higgs boson. Foreah senario we have investigated the impat on the parameter spae from the urrentexlusion bounds from Higgs searhes at LEP, the Tevatron and the LHC (taking both
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experimental and theory unertainties into aount). The benhmark senarios have beenhosen to demonstrate ertain features of MSSM Higgs phenomenology.The proposed set of benhmarks omprises a slightly updated version of the well-knownmmaxh senario, whih an be used to obtain onservative lower bounds onMA,MH� and tan �via the interpretation of the light CP-even Higgs as the newly observed state at � 125:5 GeV(inluding theoretial unertainties). Furthermore we propose a modi�ed senario (mmodh ),whih di�ers from the mmaxh senario by reduing the mixing in the stop setor (parametrizedby jXt=MSUSYj) ompared to the value that maximizesMh. Two versions of this senario areproposed, one with a positive and one with a negative sign of Xt. Within (both versions of)the mmodh senario the light CP-even Higgs boson an be interpreted as the newly disoveredstate within the whole parameter spae of the MA{tan� plane that is unexluded by limitsfrom Higgs searhes at LEP and the LHC, exept for a small region with very small values oftan�. We expet the mmodh senario to be useful for the future interpretations of the searhesfor the heavy MSSM Higgs bosons H, A and H�.As we have disussed in some detail for the mmaxh and mmodh senarios, the searhes for theheavy MSSM Higgs bosons H and A in the usual hannels with SM fermions in the �nal stateare signi�antly a�eted in parameter regions where deays of H and A into supersymmetripartiles are possible. In partiular, we have disussed deays into harginos and neutralinosas well as deays into staus. Furthermore, deays of the heavy CP-even Higgs boson into apair of light CP-even Higgs bosons an be important. We enourage ATLAS and CMS toenhane the sensitivity of their searhes for MSSM Higgs bosons by performing also dediatedsearhes for Higgs deays into SUSY partiles and into a pair of lighter Higgs bosons.We have also de�ned the light stop senario, whih has m~t1 � 325 GeV and m~t2 �670 GeV. The stops give a sizable ontribution to the �(gg ! h) prodution rate. Similarly,we de�ne the light stau senario, where the light staus an enhane �(h! ) substantiallyat high values of tan�. We have furthermore proposed the � -phobi Higgs senario, whihexhibits potentially sizable variations of �(h! b�b) and �(h! ��) with respet to their SMvalues. For the mmaxh , mmodh and light stop senarios we propose to investigate several values(and in partiular both signs) of the parameter �, whih has an important impat on thebottom Yukawa oupling via the orretions involving the quantity �b.Finally, we de�ne the low-MH senario, whih interprets the heavy CP-even Higgs bosonas the newly disovered state at � 125:5 GeV. Sine this senario by de�nition requiresa low value of MA, we keep MA �xed and instead vary � as a free parameter, i.e. the �{tan� parameter spae is investigated. In most of the allowed parameter spae the mass ofthe heavy CP-even Higgs boson is lose to 125:5 GeV, and its prodution and deay ratesare SM-like. The light CP-even Higgs boson, on the other hand, has heavily suppressedouplings to gauge bosons and a mass that is typially below the LEP limit for a SM-likeHiggs. The low-MH senario is haraterized by a partiularly rih phenomenology, sine all�ve MSSM Higgs bosons are light. Besides the searhes for neutral MSSM Higgs bosons in�+�� �nal states also harged Higgs boson searhes have a high sensitivity for probing thissenario. This senario ould therefore serve also as a useful benhmark for (light) hargedHiggs boson searhes in the MSSM.
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Appendix: Summary of parameter values

Table 1: Summary of parameter values for the proposed benhmark senarios, given in theon-shell (OS) sheme unless otherwise noted. Numbers in parentheses refer to alulationswith �� e�ets inluded in the stau mass evaluation (see the desription of the light stausenario for details). Dimensionful quantities are given in GeV.26
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